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TEMPERATURE AND AIR MASS 
ADVECTION 

 
1. Print this file and associated images.  Also answer the Tuesday "Concept of the Day" 

questions in the Daily Summary File. 
 
2. Complete the Investigation by responding to the Chapter Progress Questions (Study 

Guide binder) and the introductory portion of Investigation 4A from the Weather Studies 
Investigations Manual. 

 
 
After completing the introductory portion of Investigation 4A in the Investigations Manual, 
use the WeatherCycler provided in the Study Guide to answer the following questions. 
 
1. Go to the WeatherCycler and pull out its slide until the green Point B is aiming at the 

first station west of the warm front.  This should be a location of [(warm)(cold)] air 
advection.  Observe the red temperature line in the small window below the B.  For the 
temperature and pressure values in the small windows, the past is to the right along the 
lines.  Temperatures have been [(rising)(falling)] since the warm front passed the station. 

 
2. Next position the slide so Point B is aimed at the station just west of the cold front.  

Behind cold fronts there should be [(warm)(cold)] air advection.  The temperature trend 
in the window below B indicates that temperatures will [(fall)(rise)]. 

 
3. Position the slide of the WeatherCycler so that A and B point at stations midway 

between the H and L where winds are from the northwest.  The temperature lines in 
either small window show that east of high-pressure centers, [(warm)(cold)] air advection 
occurs. 

 
4. With the slide positioned so A and B point at the stations west of the H, the temperature 

lines show that [(warm)(cold)] air advection occurs west of high-pressure centers. 
 
On actual weather maps, the patterns of isotherms and winds vary greatly.  The intensity of 
warm and cold air advection will depend on the wind speeds, the angle at which the wind 
crosses the isotherms, and the closeness of neighboring isotherms.  In general, the faster the 
wind, the more perpendicular the angle; and the closer the isotherms, the stronger will be the 
advection. 

 
 
As we move through the winter season toward spring, beginning astronomically with the 
Vernal Equinox on 20 March 2011, we are slowly warming in the Northern latitudes.  This 
warming occurs due to fewer weather systems bringing us colder air, or at least less cold air, 
and more incursions of warm air.  Here we consider how we detect those movements. 
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Image 1 is the map of plotted station models with reported surface weather conditions 
(Isotherms, Fronts, & Data) in early February, for 12Z 02 FEB 2011 (7 AM EST, etc.).  Note 
that on this Image 1 map, the isopleth lines are isotherms (not isobars).  The H and L centers 
and frontal positions are shown on the map as of 09Z. 
 
A strong cyclonic storm system had invaded the U.S.  It was defined by a low-pressure 
center (L) located over Indiana and Ohio with accompanying fronts.  Relatively warm air 
was located along the coast from Florida to southeastern Virginia while a record-breaking 
cold air mass was in the process of taking over much of the country following the storm.  The 
center of the cold air mass was marked by an H in South Dakota.  Note the temperature at 
Glasgow in northeastern Montana, –27 °F! 
 
5. The winds at stations in the states surrounding the eastern side of the H displayed a 

circulation that generally [(was)(was not)] consistent with the hand-twist model.  This 
circulation brought bitterly cold air plunging southward all the way to the southern tip of 
Texas. 

 
6. From the storm's low-pressure center, a short [(warm)(cold)(occluded)] front was shown 

by a bold purple line with half circles and triangles curving to the southeast to the 
panhandle of Virginia.  From central Virginia a warm front extended generally eastward 
into the Atlantic. 

 
7. From the junction of the fronts over western Virginia, a [(warm)(cold)(occluded)] front 

stretched to the south and southwest reaching across the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
8. Lexington, Kentucky and New Orleans, Louisiana were located near the [(–10)(10)(30)] 

degree Fahrenheit isotherm and had temperatures within a few degrees of the isotherm's 
value.  The isotherm label was located on the line in west-central Alabama.  Highlight 
this isotherm from its position in northern Mexico to eastern Massachusetts.  (The 
neighboring isotherms were labeled in southeast Alabama and Illinois, respectively.) 

 
9. New Orleans had winds plotted as 15 knots generally from the [(west)(north)(east) 

(south)] at map time.  Lexington's winds were from the southwest at 20 knots. 
 
10. Generally, the winds at both stations exhibited flows that were directed across the 

isotherm at large angles.  These wind directions were from [(higher toward lower) 
(lower toward higher)] temperature regions.  Stations from southern Minnesota to 
northern Texas and southeastward to the Gulf of Mexico following the frontal system 
generally displayed this temperature–wind flow directional pattern. 

 
11. Therefore, the wind flows across the isotherm at New Orleans and Lexington 

demonstrated that [(cold)(warm)] air advection was occurring over this region. 
 
12. This advection pattern was "behind" (to the west and north of) the advancing 

[(cold)(warm)] front.  The close spacing of the isotherms and the relatively strong winds 
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at nearly right angles immediately following the front, also showed the advection to be 
stronger than that to the northwest over the Plains. 

 
13. One would conclude then that wind directions and temperature patterns following a cold 

front would display [(cold)(warm)] air advection.  This type of advection dominated 
virtually the entire map. 

 
Now leap ahead about two weeks to mid-February.  Image 2 is the Isotherms, Fronts, & Data 
map for 03Z 14 FEB 2011, the eve of Valentine’s Day.  Glasgow, MT had a temperature 
almost 50 degrees warmer.  The prior week had seen a general change in weather patterns 
from exceptional winter cold and to seasonal or above temperatures for much of the U.S.  
Compare the number and spacing of isotherms across the central and southeastern U.S. on 
the Image 1 and Image 2 maps. 
 
14. Note the 50-degree isotherm through the H along the Gulf coast.  Highlight that isotherm 

from Florida as it curves across the Gulf, up around Kentucky and back to Texas.  Then 
consider Oklahoma City, OK, Lexington, KY, Detroit, MI and Buffalo, NY.  Their air 
flow patterns in relation to that and nearby isotherms indicate that [(cold)(warm)] air 
advection was occurring at those stations.  They were part of a broad southerly flow 
imparted by the high-pressure system in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico. 

 
15. Particularly note the 50-degree isotherm through the H along the Gulf coast.  The wind 

directions were onshore at Lake Charles and New Orleans, LA.  This produced weak 
[(cold)(warm)] air advection to the west side of the High. 

 
16. There were several cases of the opposite advection type on the Image 2 map as well.  

North Platte, Nebraska, was located near the [(30)(40)(50)] degree Fahrenheit isotherm. 
 
17. The wind direction at North Platte was generally from the north.  North Platte’s wind was 

about perpendicular to the isotherm and directed from [(higher toward lower) 
(lower toward higher)] temperature regions. 

 
18. The isotherm and the wind direction at North Platte indicated that [(cold)(warm)] air 

advection was occurring behind the weak cold front.  Based on wind speeds and isotherm 
spacings, the strength of warm and cold air advections by the Image 2 mid-February time 
was weaker than the dramatic early February time. 

 
As we approach the spring season, successive pushes of warmer air can be expected to 
become more temperate, as systems provide more frequent warm-air advections.  Also, the 
lengthening daily periods of sunshine will allow the ground to warm.  The combination of 
stronger solar radiation and more frequent and stronger warm air advections marks the 
welcome change of seasons. 

 
Answer the Current Weather Studies activities on the CWS Answer Form (provided from 
the course website on Wednesdays). 
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Return to DataStreme Atmosphere website 
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